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Preference reversal appears to be non-transitive choice behavior, inasmuch as subjects choosing 
between two gambles with similar expected values typically select the one with a larger chance 
of winning (a P-bet), yet they place a higher certainty equivalent, or judged indifference point 
(JIP), on the one with the larger amount to win (the $-bet). In the present experiments, we 
explore a pair of methods for determining money indifference points that are procedurally closer 
than is common in this research to the choice phase of the preference reversal experiment. The 
two new approaches for determining money indifference points for gambles (cal!cd choice 
indifference points, or CIP) are as follows: a version of the classical psychophysical up-down 
method and a variant called PEST (i.e., Parameter Estimation by Sequential Testing). With both 
methods, CIPs reduced the number of reversals, as compared to JIPs, to the point with PEST 
that the remaining ones may be due primarily to chance fluctuations in choices between 
gambles. Subjects who reversed frequently usually judged the gambles to have similar values; 
those who did not reverse at all, judged them as different. The typical subject exhibits JIP>CIP 
for $-bets, but not for P-bets. This bias appears to underlie the observed intransitivity when JIP 
is used. 

Theories of preference, especially those invoking some form of numerical 
utility representation, typically assume that preferences are transitive. Viola- 
tions of transitivity are, first of all, surprising because they are lapses of 
rationality as ordinarily conceived, but they are also potentially significant in 
everyday life, because they can readily be exploited by others. Thus, much 
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attention has been paid by economists and decision theorists to the evidence 
of violations of transitivity provided by the phenomenon called ‘preference 
reversal’ that was first predicted and observed by Lichtenstein and Slavic 
(1971). 

Preference reversal typically arises as follows: When asked to make a 
direct choice between two gambles that have approximately the same 
expected value, many individuals state a preference for one, but when asked 
to consider the two gambles separately, they place a higher certainty 
equivalent, or judged indifference point, on the one not chosen. A certainty 
equivalent represents the value of money for which a person says he or she is 
indifferent between the money and the gamble. Thus, the person’s preference 
has seemingly reverTed for items that he or she has established as equivalent. 

Preference reversal has been found by many investigators in similar 
experimental contexts [Grether and Plott ( 1979), Hamm (1979) Lichtenstein 
and Slavic ( 197 l), Lindman ( 197 l), Mowen and Gentry ( 1980), Waters and 
Collins (1984)] as weli as in an actual gambling casino [Lichtenstein and 
Slavic (1973)]. Various attempts to eliminate it have proved ineffective 
[Grether and Plott (1979), Hamm (1979), Pommerehne, Schneider and 
Zweifel ( 1982), Reilly ( 1982)]. The preference-reversal phenomenon is a 
robust, and puzzling, behavioral pattern, 

Grether and Plott (1979, p. 627), in discussing their findings, theorized that 
subjects use an ‘information processing’ strategy in making decisions. This 
theory asserts that people perceive value differently, and thus can make 
different decisions regarding ostensibly the same problems, depending on 
exactly how the responses are elicited. In particular, they postulated that a 
person attends to the ‘most prominent’ dimension or aspect of the object, 
called an anchor, and uses its magnitude as a primary guide in the process of 
determining an indifference point. I’his anchor can change, and it depends on 
the cor%xt of the presentation, according to this theory. The different 
procedures in a preference reversal experiment may, in other words, evoke 
different anchors. Such an idea need not be in conflict with preference 
theories since, as Grether and Plott (1979) note, ‘it is as though people have 
“true preferences” but what they report as a preference is dependent upon the 
terms in which the reporting takes place’ (p. 628, italics added). 

Lichtenstein and Sic ~ it ( ! 97 1, 19?3) had proposed a similar decision 
strategy, described as ‘anchoring and adjustment’, in which people use the 
amount they could win as an anchor and then insufftciently adjust according 
to probabilities and the amount they could lose. 

Tversky, Sattath and Slavic ( 1988) have developed and provided extensive 
dat, in support of a variant of a similar information processing idea. They 
propose that a choice-matching discrepancy lies at the heart of the preference 
reversal phenomenon. According to this view, people overemphasize the most 
prominent attribute in the choice task but underestimate the relative values 
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of the attributes involved in the matching task. They refer to such a 
phenomenon as the prominence hypothesis, and they suggest that promi- 
nence is governed by the compatibility between the dimensions of the input 
and output in a judgment task. A significant implication of this theory is that 
preferences established through choice and through judged indifference 
should ni?t be expected to be the same, and in most cases will be different. 

TO anyone who has been a subject in a preference reversal experiment, an 
information processing explanation is likely to seem appropriate. It is not 
implausible that intransitivities are produced by the informational demands 
of the problems, as these theories suggest. The subject is usually unable to 
calculate objective expected values in his or her head. A natural accommo- 
dation is to seize on simplifying characterizations of the gambles, such as the 
amounts or probabilities or smoothed products of the two, or some other 
‘anchor’. Different contexts are likely to evoke different characterizations, 
hence intransitivities. 

A different explanatory approach, base d on incentives implicit in prefer- 
ence reversal experiments, has been recently taken by Karni and Safra (1987). 
They argue that preference reversals are not at all what they seem: rather 
than being violations of transitivity, preference reversals represent failures on 
the part of the scientist to analyze correctly what the subject is trying to do 
when reporting judged indifference points (JIP). Let us here make a. 
distinction between this JIP, assumed to be the judged certainty equivalent of 
a gamble, and what we will call the CIP (choice indifference point), which is 
the boundary, in money, above which money amounts are preferred to the 
gamble and below which the gamble is preferred. The CIP procedure thus 
yields a money amount that can be likened to a judged indifference point 
(JIP), but it entails making choices. 

According to Karni and Safra, in the standard preference reversal experi- 
ment, the subject is, in fact, not treating * the problem as one of a choice 
between the gamble and the JIP value given. Rather, the subject is 
attempting to select JIP so as to maximize bhe subjective value of the payoff 
scheme used to determine whether he or she gets the money amount or the 
gamble. That scheme, since Grether and Plott (1979), is of the following 
form: A number from a sequence botinding the outcomes of the gamble is 
selected at random. If it is larger than JIP, then the subject gets the amount 
of the number drawn: if it is less, then the gamble is executed to determine 
the payoff; and if it is equal to JIP, then a coin is tossed to decide which. 

This procedure, Karni and Safra ncte, is actually a somewhat complex 
compound gamble in which JIP is a parameter under the subject’s control. 
They asume the subject has a subjective value function and that he or she 
selects JIP so as to maximize the subjective value of that complex gamble. If 

that value function is subjective expected utility, then they show that 
JIP = CI P; however, if the value function is not subjective expected utility 
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then, in general, the optimal choice will differ from CIP. Assuming a specific 
rank dependent utility model of the type first proposed by Quiggin (1982) 
and independently by Lute and Narens (1985), and explored by Yaari (1987) 
and Lute (in press) and others, they demonstrate by example that preference 
reversals are, indeed, predicted. Moreover, they prove within the context of 
the rank dependent models that JIP=CIP is equivalent to the value function 
being subjective expected utility. 

A different procedural issue is considered by Loo.mes and Sugden (1983). 
They demonstrated that prefcrzzz reversals of the type most commonly 
observed could be reconciled with rational choice theory by taking some 
account of the contribution to subjective utility of alternatives not chosen, 
what we may call the ‘regret-utility’ hypothesis. In the choice phase of the 
preference reversal procedure, the subject not only chooses one alternative, 
he/she rejects the other. The parameters of the rejected alternative may weigh 
in the calculation of subjective utility. In the bid phase of the e:rriment, 
rejected alternatives are absent. By 

. 
making certain assumptions about the 

underlying utilities, Loomes and Sugden show that subjects may rationally 
choose an alternative for which they bid less. 

Except for the last theory described, all of these accounts imply that 
preference reversals occur when the JIPs elicited by the procedure do not 
actually represent their choice indifference points (CIP) for the gambles. At 
the CIP, the ch$,cc ‘miseen the gamble ,__,‘_.-l-_-1 and the money F;quivaieni zre 
equally likely by QeSnition. A recent pi!ot study’ (Pearson, 1986) has 
confirmed the conjecture that JIPs may differ from CIPs in the following 
sense: If the JIP=CIP, then slight perturbations above and below the 
amount selected as the JIP should have led the subject, given a choice 
bet%feen the money amount and the gamble, to select the money more often 
thsm the gamble when the perturbation is positive and ______ !ess often when it is 
negative. Pearson found this not to be true: For 23 of 24 subjects, if, on 
average, a subject chose any money amount among a set of slight pertur- 
bations around the JIP more often than the gamble. then he or she chose rail 
of the money amounts, whether above or below the JIP, more often than the 
gamble. Likewise, if. on average, a subject chose any money amount less 
often than the gamble, then he or she chose all money amounts, whether 
above or below the JIP, less often than the gamble. If, on replication, this is 
confirmed, then it establishes directly that JIP is not a good estimate of CIP. 

Such a finding is consistent with any of the information processing 
explanations, and indeed can be viewed as weaker than these since, in some 

‘We refer to this as a pilot study because it turned out that an error in the program 
controlling the procedure eliminated some randomizing that should have been done, and so 
there is the possibility that the data may be an artifact of that mistake. The data of the present 
study suggest !ha! !his is prcbab!y not the czx. 
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form, it is implied by all of them. What it does, however, is cast doubt on the 
conclusiveness of testing a postulate of a theory formulated in terms of 
choices by using a mixture of choices and judged indifferences The theory 
may have been deficient in not having taken account of the importance of 
procedural variations like these, but not in its supposition of transitivity. The 
aim of the present study is to redo the preference reversal experiment using 
both JIP and CIP to see, first, whether we can replicate the usual results and, 
second, whether transitivity is sustained when indifferences are determined by 
choice procedures. 

We will follow the same basic procedure used in previous preference 
reversa! experiments, but with the addition of a way to estimate CIP. One 
question that has to be confronted is exactly how to make that estimate. 
Were this a psychophysical experiment, we would probably make some 
initial estimate of CIP and then run a series of comparisons between the 
standard (in this case, gamble) and various amounts of money, repeating 
each sum many times so as to estimate a psychometric function, i.e., relative 
frequency of choosing the gamble as a function of the amount of money. 
From that, we would estimate the CIP as the money value corresponding to 
an estimated probability of l/2 of choice. Because this procedure is expensive 
in observations, which is decidedly an issue in this sort of gambling 
experiment, less expensive sequential methods were selected. For the first 
experiment, we selected a variation of the up-down method [Bekesy (1947), 

---- ___ ____ Dember and Warn (i979), Lute and Green (iZ;j, y;eth&!, ( !975)3 zahich 

determines a range that with reasonably high probability included the CIP. 
For the second experiment another variant called PEST was used that 
probably gives a closer estimate of the value of CIP+ We refer to the resulting 
estimates of CIP as the UD-IP and the PEST-IP. 

In order to keep the subjects from seeing through our plan of using 
. . l . 

cbic;S i0 i%iiiiMk the iiibiti~iC3Ce ~~!~t;, CIP, the choices between gambles, 
and the eliciting of JIP were all interleaved in a complex way (see below), 
with a computer controlling the sequential development of the several 
nEt.;TQtPC nf cp. 'C13bIll UIVLl "a 

Experiment I 

Method 

Subjects. Forty-one Harvard University undergraduates, 24 male and 17 
female, served as subjects. They were recruited via posters that offered 
winnings of up to eighteen dollars. 

21t also raises the question, is ./W#CW unique to gambles or is it a more peryas$e 
phenomenonT Is it, for example, true for psychophysical judgments along other subJectWe 
continua besides utility’? So far as we can tell, the answer is not known. 
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Table 1 
Gamble pairs used in Experiment I. 

Gamble pair JJet type 

(Expected value: $, P) %-bet P-bet 

1 
($3.85, $3.86j 
2 
(!§1.35,%1.42) 
3 
($2.75, $2.72) 

i2.39, !§2.33) 

11/36 win $16.00 
25/36 lose $1.50 

7/36 win $9.00 
29/36 lose W.50 
M/36 win $6.1F3 
18/36 lose $1.00 
14/36 win $8.50 
22/36 lose $1 SO 

35/36 win !M.OO 
l/36 lose $1.00 

29/36 win $2.00 
7/36 lose $1.00 

34/36 win $3.00 
2/36 lose $2.00 

34/36 win $2.50 
2/36 lose $0.50 

Table 2 
Task types used in Experiments I and II. 

rvpe I: Choice between two gambles 
35/36 win !§4.00 11/36 win $16.00 

l/36 lose $1.00 25/36 lose Sl.50 

Choose the option you prefer 
(Either the ‘q” key or the ‘p’ key) 

Type 2: Choosing an indvference point for a gamble 
35/36 win $4.00 

l/36 lose $1.00 

Input amount: $ 

Type 3: Choice between a gamble and a dollar umount 

35/36 win $4.00 

l/36 lose $1.00 

Choose the option you prefer 
(Either the ‘q’ key or the ‘p’ key) 

$3.75 

Stimuli. The stimuli consisted of four of the gamble pairs used in the 
original study by Lichtenstein and Slavic ( 197 1, Experiment 3) and used in 
most preference reversal studies since then. These are reproduced in table 1. 
As noted in column 1, the gambles of each pair have closely similar expected 
values. 

The stimuli were arranged in frames on a computer screen according to 
three distinct decision tasks: 

1. Choosing between two individual gambles; 
2. Setting an indifference point for a gamble; and 
3. Choosing between a gamble and a certain amount of money presented as 

a dollar amount. 
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An example of each task is shown in table 2. 
Design. We describe the design first in terms of each task in isolation and 

then in terms of interleaving the several tasks. 
AS was noted above, for task 1, choices between gambles, four pairs were 

used. We may denote any one pair as (Pi, %i), where Pi represents the P-bet 
(a high probability of a modest gain) of pair i and $i represents the $-bet 
(a low probability of a larger gain). Through the course of the experiment, 
each Pi was compared to every other gamble, that is, to all other Q’s, except 
itself, and to all of the %;s. The parallel pairing was done for each $i bet. 
For the purposes of analysis, the only relevant comparisons were Pi versus 
$i. Each comparison, including the relevant ones, was seen twice by each 
subject, with ihe left-right order of the gambles interchanged. Since each 
gamble is involved in seven comparisons, the total number of gamble-gamble 
comparisons was 56. 

For the second task type, each subject’s JIP was established for each of the 
gambles. This was done using Pearson’s (1986) adaptation of Grether and 
Plott’s (1979) procedure, namely, for each gamble, subjects were asked to 
state what value of money would make them indifferent between the money 
and the gamble, where indifference was defined for the subjects as that point 
where one would not care which option one received. 

In the third task, involving the up-down method for each gamble, the 
dollar amount presented at each step of the process, except for the initial 
step, depended on the response of the subject to the last choice between a 
sum of money and that particular gamble. When the gamble was selected, 
the dollar amount was increased in the next presentation of the sequence by 
a constant of $0.04.3 If the money was selected, then the subsequent 
comparison reduced the money value by $0.04. For the initial comprison, the 
dollar amount was set at a value well above or below the expected value of 
the gamble. Half of the subjects began with the high value and half with the 
low value for each gamble. For each gamble, this sequential procedure was 
continued until the subject’s choice had changed 6 times, to yield an estimate 
of CIP. 

In order to base stimuli on the subject’s previous responses, as needed in 
Task 3, an interactive computer program was used. Also, in an attempt to 
reduce the possibility of subjects’ discerning the procedure’s objective and 
thus biasing their responses, the three tasks were intermixed in their 
presentation and screens were randomly presented. 

The tasks were presented in the following general stages. In the first stage, 
Task 2 was initially done for all gambles while Task 3 was done intermit- 

‘In a pilot study, it was determined that $0.04 was the approximate threshold value in tire _*- 
sense that a change of that amount made a subsequent comparison seem dllIerent, but iesser 
changes were largely ignored. 
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Table 3 
Instructions for establishing a judged indifference point. 

____ -- - 

Sample Display Type 2: 
3frj36 win S4.00 

4/36 lose $0.50 

Input amount: $ 

In order to provide you with an incentive to be as accurate as possible in your estimation of 
where you are indifferent, we will do the following. If this display type is chosen at the end of 
the experiment, we will randomly choose a number between 0.00 and 10.00. 

If the number is greater than the amount you enter, you will receive in dollars and cents the 
number drawn. 

Pf the number is less than the amount entered, you Eli!! play :he gamble and be paid 
according to its outcome. 

If the number drawn is the same as the amount entered, the toss of a fair coin will determine 
whether you play the gamble or get the money. 

Notice that your best interest is served by accurately representing your preference. The best 
thing you can do is be honest. If the amount you enter is too high or too low, then you are 
passing up opportunities that you prefer. 

For exampie, suppose $4 is your point of indifference but yoti entc:cd $6. If the number 
drawn at random is anything between the two (for example, SS), you would be forced to play 
the gamble even though you would rather have the drawn amount. Suppose your point of 
indi~eren~ ~s $4 and yor enteiC $2. If the amount chosen at random is between the two (for 
example, %3), then you would be forced to take the money even though you prefer to play the 
gamble. 

tently foi some gambles, with all of the tasks overlapping in presentation. 
Task 2 was done before the major use of Task 3 so as to eliminate the 
possibility gf subjects’ anchoring their responses on the dollar amounts 
presented in Task 3. In the second stage, as the second task was completed 
for all gamble pairs, Task 3 was more intensively used. Throughout ah of 
this, Task 1 frames were interspersed randomly (see appendix for the 
sequencing rules for the three tasks). 

Procedure. Subjects were run individually. Subjects wcrc seated before the 
terminal of a VAX computer and were told that they would see a series of 
screens which would ask for a number of choices involving gambles. 
Instructions were shown o\n the computer screen, and the subject was told to 
take as much time as was necessary to understand them. Subjects were then 
explicitly told, ‘I will start you out with two dollars’, and were given the $2 
at that mcvent. 

A screen having a single idSK stimulus was presented and kept on the 
computer monitor until the subject responded in an appropriate fashion 

. 
---*-I. *I-- *sar?w;m~~ sIII-rh*FLmcA -p : ,._ _ ” cratrrrg cc Sk c’w., *ri =_*_ 5 A.k;- L’L-z:‘LL. .,q rfy+“n>~S vyg’zg s&ge d in the csmputer. The 
frame was then blanked out and after 1 set a new stimulus was presented to 
the subject. Each new screen thus called for a respsnse. 

The experimenter was present throughout so as to be available for 
questions, but he remained in the background. 
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Like Grether and Plott (1979) and Pearson (1986), the present study was 
not purely a matter of hypothetical choices. At the conclusion of the 
experiment, a pair of gambles pitted against E& other in the experiment 
was chosen randomly and actually ‘played’ according to the subject’s 
response. Together with the initial $2, this determined the subject’s ultimate 
payment. From table 1 it can be seen that each subject could net between $0 
and $18 with an expected payoff of $4.41. There is no ambiguity about what 
happens in Tasks 1 and 3. For Task 2, the procedure for determining 
payment was as specified in table 3. 

As in Pearson (1986), subjects could lose the entire $2 given to them 
initially. This procedure was followed in an attempt to increase the incentive 
for subjects to be accurate because, as Pearson noted, such incentives 
appeared to influence the quality of responding. These incentives were 
highlighted in the recruitment of subjects. 

Results 

Preference Reversals. The data are first analyzed to determine whether the 
subjects did, in fact, exhibit the preference reversal phenomenon as found in 
previous research using JIP. The previous findings were rep!icated. There was 
an overall reversal rate of 41% which is made up of a 70% reversal rate when 
the P-bet of a gamble pair was chosen in a direct comparison between the 
two and only a 12.4% reversal rate when the $-bet was chosen. Bid prices for 
the $-bet were higher in the former case and higher for the P-bet in the 
latter. 

The preference reversal phenomenon, as we understand it, is not merely a 
matter cf inconsistent ostensible preferences from the choice and judgment 
phases of the procedure. Presumably, if the gambles were close or equal in 
subjective utility, then, in a forced choice procedure, one would predict large 
numbers of inconsistencies across the phases of the experiment purely on 
chance grounds. The preference reversal phenomenon manifests itself as an 
asymmetry in the inconsistencies. Following Lichtenstein and Slavic ( 1971), 
we use McNemar’s ( 1954) chi-square test for the significance of choice versus 
judgment in evaluating each (Pi, $i) pair (see Mamm, 1979, for a discussion 
of analytic methods). This test is applied to the 2 x 2 table formed by 
considering for each pair the number of subjects who chose each type of 
gamble as preferable in Tasks 1 and 2. Preference reversal is tantamount to a 
rejection of the null hypothesis that frequencies of the off-diagonal cells differ 
only as a result of chance sampling. The results of the chi-square tests are 
shown in the column headed JIP in table 4. 

As was noted earlier, each subject confroc’ied each gamb!e pair twice, with 
the gambles in reversed positions on the computer screen. Therefore, to 
ensure the independence of the sampie composing any one table and thus 
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Table 4 
Comparison of x2 values for judged indifference 
(JIP) and up-down indifference (UD-IP) 

analyses. 

J 
x statistic 

Gamble pair JIP UD-IP 

Ul) 
(2) 

7:; 
31) 
(2) 

4(l) 
(2) 

10.7” 0.1 
10.3’ 2.1 
0.2 0.3 
2.8 1.8 
1.5 2.8 
0.4 0.3 

1 7.2b 1O.W 
1 7.2b 9.3” 

‘pcO.01 
bp<o.ool 

have a valid chi-square statistic, it was necessary to create separate tables for 
each possibility, shown as ( 1) and (2) in table 4. For gamble pairs 1 and 4, 
there were significant differences in response patterns for choice and for 
indifference judgments, thus indicating a difference in preference reporting by 
subjects in the two contexts. As in earlier studies, a majority of the reversals 
were, as noted above, of the form in which the subject assigns a higher bid 
price to the $-bet while choosing the P-bet in a direct comparison. 

A similar analysis was carried out for CIPs estimated as follows. Recall 
that in the up-down method, a switchover occurred whenever on successive 
frames of a particular up-down run the subject altered the choice from 
gamble ta money or money to gamble. A run terminated with six switch- 
overs. The CIP was estimated as the mean of the six values at switchover. 
We refer to it as the UD-IP. 

The overall rate of reversals was 28x, with 35.6% occurring when the P- 
bet was chose n in Task 1 and 13.1% when the S-bet was chosen. The chi- 
square results are shown in column UD-IP of table 4. Whereas the chi- 
square statistic tends to be reduced from that of the JIP, to the point where 
it is no longer significant for gamble pair 1, there still remains a significant 
(p ~0.01) effect for gamble 4. 

Locating the preference reversal error. Most instances of preference rever- 
sal occur when the $-bet evokes a higher bid price than the P-bet, implicitly 
reversing the preference order established in the choice procedure. Since the 
bet pairs are of approximately equal expected value, this preference reversal 
must arise, at least in part, from a systematic discrepancy between expected 
vaiues and ihe bid prices of no fewer than one of the bets in a gamble pair. 
In table 5, we present the average bid prices minus expected values for both 
kinds of bet, and for both the a.nd C tasks, as well as sample standard 
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Table 5 
Indifference points in Experiment I as deviations from expected 
values: Means, standard deviations, and differences between means. 

JIP CIP 

Gamble pair $ P S-P $ P $_P 

1 ;.91 0.07 1.90 -0.26 -0.29 0.03 
(3.91) (1.87) (0.60) 

2 2.32 0.17 2.15 (El) -0.21 
(4.01) (0.55) (1:ol) (0.33) 

0.97 

3 0.70 -0.02 0.72 - 0.02 -0.47 0.45 
(1.35) (0.96) (0.97) (0.62) 

4 1.09 -0.11 1.20 -0.15 -0.21 0.06 
(1.40) (0.70) ( 1 .OS) (0.38) - 

deviations .4 Various comparisons are relevant. First, the average bids for 
S-bets consistently overshoot their expected money values with the JIP, but 

not the CIP, procedure. With CIP9 the bids for $-bets move lower, and closer 
to their expected values. For P-bets, bid prices are relatively close to their 
expected values in both procedures. 

The standard deviations also differ systematically. Bid prices for a $-bet 
are invariably more dispersed than those for a P-bet of approximately equal 
expected money value. In addition, the distributions of bid prices with CIP 
are more compact than those with JIP, for every $ and P-bet. 

Table 5 also presents the differences between bid prices minus expected 
values for $-bets and P-bets. This difference, for each gamble pair, was 
smaller for CIP than for JIP. It was, however, positive in all cases, which 
means than, under all conditions, $-bets evoked higher average bid prices 
than P-bets. 

Individual dijferences. Pn an attempt to determine the conditions under 
which preference reversal occurs, we sought differences among subjects who 
reversed very frequently and those who never reversed. In determining the 
subject grogps for this analysis, all subjects who reversed on aa least 75% of 
the opportunities were considered frequent reversers and those who never 
reversed were included in the other category. Of the 41 subjects, nine were 
found for the first category and eight for the second. 

For those who never reversed, the ranges of UD-IP for the gambles in a 
pair had no overlap whatsoever in 75% of the cases. In other words, the 
values of the gambles were usually unambiguously different for these 
subjects. By contrast, this was true for only approximately 33% of the 
gamble pairs for subjects who reversed frequently. For frequent reversers, it 

4A subject whose data were unusable for any condition was entirely excluded from the 
summary statistics in table 5. Various imperfections in the recording of the data for one 
condition or another disqualified five subjects, so the table is based on 36 subjects. 
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appears that the gambles had values that sometimes overlapped and thus 
were not always clearly preferable.. 

Discussion 

The data make clear that the bid prices obtained in the two pro-_dures 
may differ. Preference reversal is associated with JIP>CIP for %-bets, with 
only negligible differences for P-bets. Fewer reversals - about two-thirds as 
many - take place using CIP and JIP, evidently because CIP lowers the bid 
prices for $-bets and perhaps also because it shrinks their disperison. 
Comparing SIP to CIP, the average chi-square values over the four gamble 
pairs dropped from 7.54 to 3.34. 

Nevertheless, there remained 36% reversals with CIP when P-bets were 
chosen in the choice task. The remaining reversals appear to arise primarily 
from subjects for whom the two bets being judged are seen as similar in 
value. Subjects who tend to reverse preference have, in a high percentage of 
cases, estimated ranges for the CIP that overlapped for the $- and P-bets. 
This suggests that at least some of the remaining reversals are due to 
random fluctuations of preferences. 

It remains to be shown that a more sensitive or valid estimate of CIP 
would further reduce the number of reversals to the point where only chance 
is a factor. We explored two potential procedural improvements in the 
second experiment. 

In Experiment I, toward the end of the experimental session, choices other 
than those of Task 3 (see table 2) were completed and subjects often found 
themselves making choices between a single gamble and sums of money that 
were being adjusted up and down by $0.04. This may have led them to 
realize that we were seeking an indifft.ence point, and it is possible that they 
may have altered their behavior from choice to judged indifferences. One 
reason for a second experiment was to eliminate this flaw in experimental 
design. A second reason was to try an improved version of the up-down 
method, PEST (Parameter Estimation by Sequential Testing), that should 
both yield a more accurate estimate of CIP and require fewer observations. 

Met hod 

Subjects. Twenty-one Harvard University summer school students, !O male 
and “I 1 female, served as subjects. They were recruited as in Experiment I. 

Stimuli. The stimuli were eight gamble pairs, six taken from the original 
study by Lichtenstein and Slavic (1971, Experiment 3) and used in most 
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Table 6 
Gamble pairs used in Experiment I! 

Gamble pair Bet Type 
---_-- 

(Expected value: S, P) % bet P bet 

Session I: 

Real Pair 3 
($2.75, $2.72) 

Real Pair 4 
($2.39, $2.33) 

Dummy Pair t 

($3.56. $3.50) 

Dummy Pair 2 
($1.75,$1.67) 

Session 2: 

Real Pair I 
($3.85, $3.86) 

Real Pair 2 
(%1.35,%1.42) 

Dummy Pair 3 
($2.56, $2.50) 

Dummy Pair 4 
($2.50, $2.53) 

18136 win $6.50 
18/36 lose St.00 

14/36 win $8.50 
* 22/36 lose $1.50 

4/36 win SW0 
32/36 lose $1 .OO 

18136 win $5.00 
18/36 lose $1.50 

II/36 win $16.00 
25/35 lose $1 SO 

7/36 win $9.00 
29136 lose SO.50 

lo/36 win $10.50 
26/36 lose !?WO 

16/36 win $7.50 
20/36 lose $1.50 

2/36 lose $0.50 

32/36 win S4.00 
4/36 lose SO.50 

33/36 win s2.00 
3/36 lose s2sKl 

35/36 win $4.00 
1.36 lose S1.00 

29136 win !§200 
7136 lose $MO 

33/36 win $275 
3/36 lose $0.25 

31/36 win $3.50 
5/36 lose $3.50 

preference reversal paradigms (see their Figure 5). Two more were developed 
by using the initial gambles as models. These eight gambles were arranged 
into two sets of four which were used in two separate sessions (see table 6). 
Two of each set of four were experimental pairs; the other two were dummy 
pairs used as fillers to keep the sequential comparisons from being run in 
isolation. The four gamble pairs from ~~~~~~~~~~~~ i _ . G---A--+ 1 wved as the experimen- 
tal pairs here, and are suitably numbered in table 6 so as to conform to the 
earlier numbering. Aside from this change, the stimuli were otherwise as in 
Experiment I. 

Procedure. Only procedural differences from Experiment I will be described. 
(1) There were two sessions rather than one in order to accommodate the 

additional ‘dummy gambles’ needed to keep the sequential determination of 
CIP from being run in isolation. The computer program was designed to 
?Xirt: iii+ virtually all of the ‘real gambles’ were completed well before the 
actual completion of the session. A second session was required in order to 
keep the duration of a session within tolerable limits. 

(2) A revised up-down method, kno*w as PEST was used [Macmillan and 
Creelman (1987)]. It is described by the following five rules: 

1. Each time the direction of stepping changes (a reversal), halve the step 
size . 
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2. A step in the same direction as the last step uses the same size of step as 
previously, with the following exceptions: 

3. A third step in the same dirction calls for a doubled step, and each 
successive step in the same direction is also doubled until the next 
reversal. This rule has its own exceptions: 

4. If a reversal follows a doubling of step size, then an extra same-sized step 
is taken after the original two, before doubling. 

5. A maximum s:- IL~ of step is specified, at least 8 or 16 times the size of the 
minimum step. 

The initial step size was set at $0.16, the maximum step size was $0.64, and 
the ending step size was set at $0.02. This task type continued until all 
gambles had reached the $0.02 step size. Since the process terminated with 
an estimate accurate to $0.02, we took that last value as the estimate of CIP, 
called the PEST-IP. 

(3) At the end of the first session no gambling was carried out and the 
subject made an appointment for his or her second session. At the end of 
session 2 a gamble was selected and run. 

Results 

Preference Reversals. Using JIP, an overall reversal rate of 46% was found, 
which broke down to 81% when the P-bet was chosen and 3% when the S- 
bet was chosen. Using PEST-IP the overall rate reduced to 39x, with the 
rates for the two types of choices 51% and 22%. 

The detailed chi-square analysis is shown in table 7, for the experimental 
gamb!e pairs identified and listed by numbers conforming to the order used 
in Experiment I. Again, the significance of the off-diagonal entries dropped 
markedly for CIP, now with only one of the eight 2 x 2 tables being 
significant at the 0.05 level. An analysis was conducted to determine if the 
typical reversal pattern, P-choice/$-bid, which occurred significantly more 
often than other patterns for any gamble pair using JIP, was also found 
using PEST-IP responses. No such relationship was found for any of the 
gambles. 

The reversal rate decreased from the first to the second session for both 
JIP and CIP. The magnitude of the decrease was about 15% in both cases. It 
appears that subjects learned how r to be more consistent in identifying their 
preferences through the course of the first session. 

Locating the preference reversal error. Table 8 presents the average bid 
prices minus expected values and standard deviations for all the experimental 
gamble pairs under both JIP and CIP (for 20 subjects). With SIP, bid prices 
for all S-bets exceeded their expected values, while those for P-bets were, by 
a considerably smaller margin, below their expected values. With CIP, bid 
prices for S-bets nioved closer to, and on either side of, their expected values. 
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Table 7 
Comparison of x2 values for judged indifference 
(JIP) and choice inditkence as determined by 

PEST procedure (PEST-IP). 

x2 statistic 

Gamble pair JIP 

w 
(2) 

2(l) 
(2) 

3(l) 
(2) 

4(l) 
(2) 

13.0’ 
12.0’ 

5.0” 
I 3.0 
I 5.4” 
I 7.4b 
I 11.0’ 
I 14.0’ 

PEST-IF 

1.0 - 
0.7 
2.0 
2.7 

;: 
1:6 
5.4a 

“p < 0.05 
bp <O.Ol 
‘p<O.OOl 

Table 8 
Indifference points in Experiment II as deviations from expected values: 

Means, standard deviations, and differences between means. 

JIP 

Gamble pair S 

CIP 

P $-P $ P S-P 

1 1.79 
(2.98) 

2 1.77 
(1.72) 

3 1.56 
(1.37) 

4 2.83 
(2.37) 

- 0.73 
(l.09) 

- 0.07 
(0.59) 

- 0.08 
(1.85) 

-0.29 
(0.97) 

2.52 - 1.07 
(2.18) 

1.84 0.55 
(1.33) 

1.64 (F) 
3.12 -0.19 

(2.39) 

-0.30 -0.77 
(0.79) 

-0.37 0.92 
(0.59j 

-0.71 0.75 
(1.64) 

-0.53 0.34 
(0.97) 

Bid prices for P-bets differed less, and less systematically, in the ;wo 
procedures. 

Standard deviations of bid prices were larger for $-bets than for P-bets for 
three of the four gamble pairs (excluding pair 3) under both conditions. 
There was a less unanimous, if any, difference in dispersion between JIP and 
CIP, compared to that in Experiment I. 

Table 8 presents the differences between bid prices minus expected values 
for $-bets and P-bets. As in Experiment I, JIP yielded larger differences than 
CIP. 

Discussion 

The non-significant chi-square statistics for 7 of the 8 gamble tables (see 
table 7) show that the subjects in this study did not respond significantly 
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Fig.1. For 4 gamble pairs, each vertical line extends from the poorer to the better outcomes of a 
bet, measured in dollars minus expected value of the bet. JIPs are averaged over the two 
experiments; CIPs are averaged separately for Experiments I and II. Dashed lines connect the 

average bid prices for % and P-bets in each gamble pair, for JIP, UD-IP and PEST-IP. 

differently in the choice and PEST contexts. These findings lend weight to 
the tendencies present in the previous experiment - that subjects have choice 
preferences that can be detected experimentally and that do not necessarily 
entaii iiitransitivities. Further, the disparity between the “McNemar statistics 
of the JIP and PEST-IP contexts (averages of 8.85 and 2.13) suggests, as 
before, that the mode of reporting preferences is a major factor in the 
occurrence of reversals. 

The remaining reversals with CIP appear not to be systematic in origin, 
but are, in seven of the eight tables, those expected simply because of intra- 
subject variability in preference. That is to say, given any intra-subject 
variability at all, the c!oser the average subjective values are of a pair of 
gambles, the more preference reversals we should observe. However, this 
source of reversai shouid not produce significant McNemar statistics. In 
particular, subject responses were not skewed toward the P-choice/S-bid off- 
diagonal cell, as they are for the standard preference reversal effect. 

It may help discussion to 
experiments. Fig. 1 shows the 

summarize the results of 
bid prices minus ex 

an aspect of both 
walues for the ei 
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bets that constituted the four experimental gamble pairs in all experimental 
conditions. For JIP, the bid prices from the two experiments have been 
averaged, since neither the procedures nor the data (see tables 5 and 8) point 

to any substantive difference between them. For CIP, the difference in 
procedures precludes averaging across the two experiments, so they are 
shown as UD-IP and PEST-ID for Experiment I and Experiment II, 
respectively. 

Each bet is represented in fig. 1 as a line extending from the lesser to the 
better outcome of the bet, in units of dollars minus the expected value of the 
bet as a whole. Consider, for example, the $-bet for gamble pair 1, for which 
the dollar outcomes were - $1.50 and $16.00, and the expected value was 
’ ‘.85. On the line extending from 45.35 ( = -$l.SO-$3.85) to $12.15 

( = $16.00- $3.85), the average bid price with JIP in the two experiments 
averaged was $1.88, measured as a distance from the expected value. The P- 
bet in gamble pair 1, in contrast, evoked an average bid price with JIP of 
40.33 as a distance from its expected value. Similar calculations yield the 
values for the bid prices obtained from the CIP procedures in the two 
experiments. A dashed line connects the values within a gamble pair for a 
given experimental condition. 

For each gamble pair, JIP for the $-bet was between $1.00 and $2.00 
above its expected value, whereas that for the P-bet was close to its expected 
value, or slightly below it. CIP, in contrast, shifted the bid prices of S-bets 
closer to their expected values. It is not evident here that ID-PEST and ID- 
UD had differential effects on the bidding. For the P-bet, the bid prices 
depended less, or not at all, on whether the procedure was JIP, UD-IP, or 
PEST-I P. 

A qualitative account of preference reversal follows readily. Judging from 
the effects depicted in fig. 1, bid prices for the $-bets are more susceptible toe 
procedural influence; than P-bets, at least for the range of procedures here 
examined, Given that they are thus susceptible, it is not unreasonable to 
suggest that the difference between bid and choice procedures is exerting 
some effect on subjective valuation. The use of CIP in the bid procedure 
brings them more into conformity with expected values and also into 
conformity with the bid prices for another bet, the P-bet, with a similar 
expected value. The preference reversal effect diminishes or disappears as bid 
prices move toward their expected values and toward those of the Pbets. 

VW=l\fW=AllVrJ! ;aflrWasrP The bidding for S-bets may be more subject to Yl wuuuul Ua . ..1.Y”..WW 
because the intermediate probabilities they involve create a larger range of 
uncertainty about their expected values, as suggested by the larger standard 
deviations in tables 5 and 8. The $-bets always offer a wider range from 
poorer to better outcomes than the P-bets, within which range the subject is 
attempting to locate the mediating influence of probabilities that do not 
readily allow mental calculations. As a result, in Experiment 3 the distribu- 
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tion of bid prices for $-bets had larger standard deviations than that for P- 
bets for all gambles and conditions. In Experiment II, this was likewise the 
case for three of the four gamble pairs, excluding gamble pair 3. The 
between-subject dispersions measured by these standard deviations may, we 
suggest, echo individual uncertainties about the true values of bets with 
widely spread dollar outcomes and intermediate probabilities. 

Either CIP procedure shifts the distribution of bid p&es of $-bets tcward 
the expected value, hence toward the bid prices of the P-bets with approxi- 
mately equal expected values. In Experiment I, this shift was accompanied by 
a reduced dispersion of $-bet bid prices, but, in Experiment II, perhaps 
because of the procedural adjustments, the shift was not consistently 
accompanied by a reduction in the standard deviations. However, it is the 
shift itself, rather than the reduction in dispersion, that explains the 
vanishing, or almost vanishing, preference reversal. Preference reversal is 
explained by the high valuation evoked for S-bets in some procedures, such 
as the JIP, but not others, such as the direct choice procedure or either UD- 
IP or PEST-IP. Why these different procedures have differential effects, we 
cannot say. 

Neither of the theories that claims to find a rational basis for preference 
reversal is supported here. The implicit incentives invoked by Karni and 
Safra (1987) are present for CIP as well as JIP, yet CIP reduces or eliminates 
the preference reversal phenomenon. The parametric implications of Loomes 
and Sugden’s (1983) regret-utility hypothesis are violated by the present 
results (see, in particular, the violation of Case III and Case IV, their page 
31, by gamble pairs 1 and 4, the two conditions evoking the strongest 
preference reversals). 

Our results and conclusions support the information-processing approach 
to preference reversal. It fits, for example, the notion of compatibility 
described by Tversky, Sattath: and Slavic (1988), although it could fit other 
interpretations of the breakdown of procedural invariance. The CIP pro- 
cedures substitute a choice response for the judgment response of JIP, and 
may therefore be viewed as more compatible with the choice phase of the 
procedure, hence less likely to introduce systematic inconsistency. At a purely 
descriptive level, our subjects evidently had trouble assigning money values 
to S-bets, and sometimes, when this trouble was reflected in inconsistency 
across experimental conditions. systematic preference reversals are observed. 
While an explanation of the difference in the difficulty of assigning values to 
$-bets and P-bets poses a challenge to information-processing theories, it 
does not seem to us, in and of itself, to challenge the underlying notion of 
rational choice. Nothing in the data support the suggestion that preference 
reversals, per se, reflected inconsistenr; in choice, as distinguished from 
inconsistency in the estimation of subjective value, a distinction that choice 
theory obviously could make, if it has nob already done so, Other workers 
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ha-~e recently come to similar, though not identical, conclusions [see, in 
particular, Goldstein and Einhorn (1987), Tversky, Slavic and Kahneman (in 
press)]. 

Appendix 

The sequencing rules used in 
stimuli, were as follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

both experiments, for the presentation of 

For each gamble, a subject’s judged indifference point (JIP) was deter- 
mined prior to presenting that gamble in a choice indifference point (CIP) 
presentation (either the classical up-down method or PEST). This was 
done to eliminate, for any gamble, the influence of the presented dollar 
amounts in C1P trials on the subject’s estimates of dollar equivalents in 
JI P trials. 
Once a JIP had been determined for a gamble, it started appearing in CIP 
trials. In this way, JIP trials for some gambles were interspersed among 
CIP trials for other gambles. 
Choices between gambles were distributed throughout the course of the 
entire session, thus resulting in a nesting of all three types of trials. 
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